MEDICATION DROP-OFF LOCATIONS

ADA COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
7200 Barrister Dr, Boise | 8A-4P, MON-FRI

BOISE POLICE/CITY HALL WEST
333 N Mark Stall Pl, Boise | 9A-5P, MON-FRI

BOISE POLICE/BSU SUBSTATION
2245 W University Dr, Boise | 9A-5P, MON-FRI

EAGLE FIRE & POLICE
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
1119 E State St. #260, Eagle | 8A-5P, MON-FRI

GARDEN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
301 E 50th St, Garden City | 8A-5P, MON-FRI

MERIDIAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
1401 E Watertower Ln, Meridian | 8A-5P, MON-FRI

STAR POLICE DEPARTMENT
Star City Hall, 2nd floor (accessible by elevator)
10769 W State St, Star | 8A-5P, MON-FRI

KUNA POLICE DEPARTMENT
1450 W Boise St, Kuna | 8A-5P, MON-FRI

DISPOSAL GUIDELINES

- Medications may be bagged
- Medications may be bagged
- Do NOT leave items that won’t fit in bin drop chute. Ask at counter for assistance.
- Liquids must be in original bottle, capped and sealed in a plastic bag. Do NOT pour liquids directly into plastic bag or directly into collection bin.

PROTECT WATER QUALITY • REDUCE MISUSE
Free, safe and “no-questions-asked” disposal of unwanted medications for Ada County households.

ACCEPTED
All prescriptions and over-the-counter medications for you and your pet.

NOT ACCEPTED
- Business Waste
- Illicit drugs
- Chemotherapy drugs
- Needles, lancets or pen needles
- Bloody or infectious waste
- Urine or feces contaminated items
- IV bags or catheters
- Aerosol cans
- Hydrogen peroxide
- Thermometers
- Hair care products or cosmetics
- Mail, batteries or trash

FOR DISPOSAL OF UNWANTED MEDICATIONS
THINK INSIDE THE BOX
DO NOT FLUSH
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